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To and Through Nebraska
True loyalty, as well as true charity, begins
at home. Then allow us to begin this with
words of love of our own native land,the
state of all that proud Columbia holds
within her fair arms the nearest and dearest
to us; the land purchased from the dusky
but rightful owners, then one vast forest,
well filled with game, while the beautiful
streams abounded with fish. But this rich
hunting ground they gave up in a peaceful
treaty with the noble Quaker, William
Penn; in after years to become the
Keystone, and one of the richest states of
all the Union.
Inexhaustible mineral
wealth is stored away among her broad
mountain ranges, while her valleys yield
riches to the farmer in fields of golden
grain. Indeed, the wealth in grain, lumber,
coal, iron, and oil that are gathered from
her bosom cannot be toldaffording her
children the best of living; but they have
grown, multiplied, and gathered in until the
old home can no longer hold them all; and
some must needs go out from her
sheltering arms of law, order, and love, and
seek new homes in the far west, to live
much the same life our forefathers lived in
the land where William Penn said: I will
found a free colony for all mankind. Away
in the northwestern part of the state, in
McKean county, a pleasant country village
was platted, a miniature Philadelphia, by
Daniel Kingbury, in or about the year
1848. Lying between the east and west
branches of the Tunagwantor Big
CoveCreek, and hid away from the busy
world by the rough, rugged hills that
surround it, until in 1874, when oil was
found in flowing wells among the hills, and
in the valleys, and by 1878 the quiet little
village of 500 inhabitants was transformed
into a perfect beehive of 18,000 busy
people, buying and selling oil and oil lands,
drilling wells that flowed with wealth, until
the owners scarce knew what to do with
their money; and, forgetting it is a long
lane that has no turning, and a deep sea that
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has no bottom, lived as though there was
no bottom to their wells, in all the luxury
the country could afford. And even to the
laboring class money came so easily that
drillers and pumpers could scarce be told
from a member of the Standard Oil
Company.
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U.S. Route 34 in Nebraska - Wikipedia Interstate 80 (I-80) in the U.S. state of Nebraska runs east from the Wyoming
state border across the state to Omaha. When it completed construction of the Lincoln Highway Nebraska Byway Sep
15, 2015 Forum user Jasid at , on driving through Nebraska via I-80. Oh, yeah, the hills might still be green. The
woman staffing the Lincoln Highway in Nebraska - Lincoln Highway Association U.S. Highway 30 (US 30) is part
of the United States Numbered Highway System that runs for East of Ogallala, U.S. 30 passes through Paxton before
meeting Nebraska Highway 25 in Sutherland. After going through Hershey, it enters North Interstate 80 in Nebraska Wikipedia Nebraska Highway 50 (N-50) is a northsouth highway in the state of Nebraska. The southern Further north,
N-50 passes through Tecumseh and meets U.S. Highway 136. The highway continues due north from Tecumseh through
Syracuse, U.S. Route 30 in Nebraska - Wikipedia Nebraska Highway 92 is a highway that enters the state from
Nebraskas western border at the Nebraska Highway 92 passes, follows, or runs through a number of the states principal
attractions, including Scotts Bluff National Monument, the Lincoln Highway Visit Kearney Nebraska Nebraska
Lincoln Highway Historic Byway is the only byway that traverses the entire state. Now known as U.S. Highway 30, this
historic route lets you enjoy a Driving through Nebraska on route 80 - Nebraska Forum - TripAdvisor Truckin
Through Nebraska is a fun, hands-on childrens museum experience created for the kids of Nebraska in honor of the
150th anniversary of statehood in Nebraska Highway 92 - Wikipedia I-80 through Nebraska, OTOH, is commonly
regarded as the most boring stretch of interstate in the country. A few years back I read the history Traveling through
Nebraska - Nebraska Forum - TripAdvisor Feb 17, 2017 Canadian pipeline company TransCanada filed an
application Thursday for a pipeline route through Nebraska, following the same route that Nebraska Highway 50 tomaraquedecerto.com
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Wikipedia BRAN is honoring the native peoples of our state and riding past, through or Saturday, arrive early in Falls
City (SE Nebraska) and ride into Iowa and/or driving through kansas on i 70 and nebraska on i80 any good things
U.S. Route 75 in Nebraska - Wikipedia History of the Lincoln Highway The Lincoln Highway was the first road for
the automobile across the United States. Conceived and promoted by Indiana TransCanada files for approval of
Nebraska route for Keystone XL Log arch stretches across I-80 and contains an oddly overblown,
multi-million-dollar, multi-media extravaganza about traveling through Nebraska. Walk Through Nebraska History
Volume I Booklet The Nebraska Department of Roads County Bridge Match Program (CBMP) provides funding to
counties for the innovative Traveling in or through Nebraska? Nebraska through the lens Public Group Facebook
Nebraska Highway 2 is a highway in Nebraska. It is a discontinuous highway with 2 segments. Highway 2 and 71 both
continue south from Crawford through Marsland, Nebraska. The two highways split west of Hemingford, Nebraska and
U.S. Route 6 in Nebraska - Wikipedia Feb 23, 2017 Forecasts in Lincoln calling for shorts earlier in the week
predicted shoveling and plowing Friday. BRAN Bicycle Ride Across Nebraska A Bicycle Ride, By Chimney Rock
Gretchen Garrison Odyssey Through Nebraska My name is Gretchen Garrison, and I am a teacher/mom who enjoys
exploring Nebraska places Road trip-driving through Nebraska - Road Trips Forum - TripAdvisor In the U.S. State
of Nebraska, U.S. Highway 6 is a highway which goes from the Colorado After passing through Friend, US 6 meets
Nebraska Highway 15 and the two highways overlap until shortly before Milford. US 6 goes east, then north Nebraska
Highway 2 - Wikipedia The Lincoln Highway entered Nebraska from the east on a bridge which stood From there,
take U.S. 30 west through Columbus, Grand Island, and Kearney. Powerful storm sweeps through Nebraska turning
shorts weather Aug 29, 2012 Answer 1 of 5: My husband and I are traveling though Nebraska in September. We live
I found out that 2 goes through the sand hills and was Nebraska Tourist Attractions - Roadside America Jan 22, 2017
Well be driving through Nebraska this summer for our road trip and well be taking NE-2W along the way. Just curious
to know if there are any Traveling through Nebraska and need some help - Nebraska Forum The freeway continues
north through dense residential areas as neighborhood, one of the oldest cities in Nebraska. Odyssey Through
Nebraska: Home Walk Through Nebraska History. Table of Contents. Page. Introduction i. Letter to Teacher ii.
Writing Team iii. Reviewers iii. Travel Log iv. Historical Markers. I-80 through Iowa and Nebraska - How boring is
it? - Ars Technica Apr 24, 2011 im driving to the grand canyon through kansas and southern colorado also on the way
back through southern utah and nebraska. does anyone NO to Pipeline Across Nebraska! - Nebraskans for Peace
TransCanada now proposes to construct a second pipeline, the 36-inch Keystone XL, on a route that will cover 1,661
miles from Alberta through Nebraska and Nebraska Department of Roads: Home The official Nebraska through the
lens calendar is here . Visit our new website at to order your copy. Proceeds will be used to U.S. Route 20 in Nebraska
- Wikipedia Jun 30, 2014 Driving through Nebraska on route 80. Jun 29, 2014, 3:59 PM. Hi all,. Im not especially
familiar with trip advisor forums but a rather impromptu Nebraska - Wikitravel U.S. Highway 20 is a part of the
United States Numbered Highway System that runs for 3,365 . Prior to the assignment of US 20, this route across
northern Nebraska carried several different route numbers. In 1922, the highway followed the Sandhills, Nebraska:
Scenic Route Across the Cornhusker State Nebraska has a reputation of being a flat, monotonous region of farm and
ranchland, but this stereotype has come from the many people who drive across Truckin Through Nebraska A
Mobile Childrens Museum Jan 17, 2017 We will be traveling through Nebraska. I am wondering where is a good
place to stay? I am looking at Kearney, Omaha, or Lincoln. Know of any
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